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a b s t r a c t 

Understanding corneal stiffness is valuable for improving refractive surgery, detecting corneal abnormal- 

ities, and assessing intraocular pressure. However, accurately measuring the elastic properties, specifi- 

cally the tensile and shear moduli that govern mechanical deformation, has been challenging. To tackle 

this issue, we have developed guided-wave optical coherence elastography that can simultaneously ex- 

cite and analyze symmetric (S0) and anti-symmetric (A0) elastic waves in the cornea at around 10 kHz 

frequencies, enabling us to extract tensile and shear properties from measured wave dispersion curves. 

We verified the technique using elastomer phantoms and ex vivo porcine corneas and investigated the 

dependence on intraocular pressure using acoustoelastic theory that incorporates corneal tension and a 

nonlinear constitutive tissue model. In a pilot study involving six healthy human subjects aged 31 to 62, 

we measured shear moduli (Gzx) of 94 ±20 kPa (mean ±standard deviation) and tensile moduli (Exx) of 

4.0 ±1.1 MPa at central corneas. Our preliminary analysis of age-dependence revealed contrasting trends: 

-8.3 ±4.5 kPa/decade for shear and 0.30 ±0.21 MPa/decade for tensile modulus. This OCE technique has 

the potential to become a highly useful clinical tool for the quantitative biomechanical assessment of the 

cornea. 

Statement of Significance 

This article reports an innovative elastography technique using two guided elastic waves, demonstrating 

the measurement of both tensile and shear moduli in human cornea in vivo with unprecedented preci- 

sion. This technique paves the way for comprehensive investigations into corneal mechanics and holds 

clinical significance in various aspects of corneal health and disease management. 

© 2023 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The mechanical properties of the cornea play an essential role 

n establishing biomechanical homeosis with intraocular pressure 

IOP) and maintaining normal corneal shapes. Measuring corneal 

iomechanics is significant in various aspects of corneal health 

nd disease management, including the development of diagnos- 

ic metrics for early detection of keratoconus, monitoring corneal 

rosslinking, and accurately predicting corneal shapes after refrac- 

ive surgeries. 
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The stromal tissue of the cornea has a lamellar microstructure 

onsisting of the collagen fiber network and interfibrillar matrix 

1–3] . This unique microstructure make the cornea mechanically 

nisotropic and approximately transverse isotropic [4] . The tensile 

odulus along the corneal plane is predominantly influenced by 

he tensile modulus of the collagen fibrils, whereas the out-of- 

lane shear modulus is largely dictated by the shear modulus of 

he extrafibrillar matrix. Therefore, measurements for both tensile 

nd shear moduli would be essential for an accurate characteriza- 

ion of corneal biomechanics. 

However, current techniques have severe limitations in mea- 

uring tensile and shear moduli in vivo . Mechanical tools, such 

s stress-strain tests and torsional tests, are invasive and not eas- 

ly configurable for in vivo measurements. Two commercial instru- 

ents, namely the Ocular Response Analyzer (Reichert) [5] and 

orvis ST (Oculus) [ 6 , 7 ], provide phenomenological, biomechanical 

ndices through the inverse analysis of corneal deformation against 
us tensile and shear measurement of the human cornea in vivo 

lia, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2023.12.019 
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ir-puffs but do not explicitly generate elastic modulus informa- 

ion. Corneal indentation can, in principle, measure tensile mod- 

lus, but with compromised accuracy [ 8 , 9 ]. Brillouin microscopy 

an measure longitudinal modulus with high resolution [ 10 , 11 ], but 

his elastic property is not directly related to tensile and shear 

roperties required to describe corneal deformation. Ultrasound 

lastography [12] and optical coherence elastography (OCE) [13–

7] have been applied to the cornea in vivo . To date, these tech- 

iques have employed almost exclusively the antisymmetric (A0) 

lastic wave, whose velocity is predominantly governed by out-of- 

lane shear modulus [18] . In-plane tensile moduli of the cornea 

as been estimated from the velocity dispersion [18] or the dis- 

lacement profile [19] of the A0 wave, but with relatively large fit- 

ing uncertainties. 

In this work, we demonstrate a noninvasive elastography 

ethod to quantify both the tensile and shear moduli of the 

ornea using guided elastic waves. We employ a high-frequency 

CE technique to simultaneously generate symmetric (S0) as well 

s antisymmetric A0 guided waves in the cornea and measure their 

ropagation speeds. We adopt an acoustoelastic wave model that 

ncorporates IOP-induced tension, tissue anisotropy, and nonlinear- 

ties. We then obtain tensile and shear moduli directly by fitting 

he model to the measured dispersion curves of the S0 and A0 

aves. After testing this technique using phantoms and porcine 

orneas, we apply it to in vivo human corneas. 

. Theory of guided elastic waves 

.1. Mechanical model of the cornea 

The deformation of tissue in response to mechanical stress is 

overned by its tensile and shear properties. The stroma dominates 

he overall stiffness of the cornea, accounting for approximately 

0 % of its total thickness [20] . The stroma consists of 20 0–30 0

amellar layers containing collagen fibrils aligned along the layers 

 Fig. 1 A), which are typically orthogonally stacked between adja- 

ent lamellas [21] . The collagen fibers bear the tensile stress in- 

uced by the IOP [ 22 , 23 ]. The in-plane tensile stress σ can be es-

imated using the Young-Laplace equation: 

= IOP × R/
(
2 h 

)
, (1) 

here R and h denote the radius and thickness of the cornea, re- 

pectively ( Fig. 1 B). 

Given the corneal microstructure, it is reasonable to adopt the 

olzapfel-Gasser-Ogden (HGO) model [24] , which has been widely 

sed for mechanical modeling of arterial walls. The strain energy 

unction of the HGO model can be written as: 

 = μ

2 

( I1 − 3 ) + k1 

k2 

2 ∑ 

i =1 

{ 

ek2 [ κ( I1 −3 ) +( 1 −3 κ) ( I4 i −1 ) ] 
2 − 1 

} 

, (2) 

here μ, k1 , k2 and κ are constitutive parameters. μ represents 

he initial shear modulus, k1 represents the anisotropic tensile re- 

ponse, and k2 describes the nonlinear stiffening effect of colla- 

en fibrils at large strain. κ characterizes the dispersion of colla- 

en fibrils. 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 / 3 , where κ = 0 is for unidirectionally aligned

brils and κ = 1 / 3 corresponds to randomly distributed fibrils. Ac- 

ording to previous studies [ 25 , 26 ], the collagen fibrils of central

orneas are approximately aligned in two orthogonal directions 

long the superior-inferior and nasal-temporal axes, giving κ val- 

es lower than 0.13. In our study, we assumed κ = 0 for simplic- 

ty. The influence of corneal curvature on wave speed is negligible 

see Supplementary Fig. S1). Therefore, we can use Cartesian co- 

rdinates ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) as shown in Fig. 1 C. The axes of the collagen

brils are denoted by M = (1 , 0 , 0 )T and M′ = (0 , 0 , 1 )T . The 

nvariants in Eq. (2) , I1 , I41 and I42 , can be defined by M , M′ , and

he deformation gradient F : I = tr (F T F ) , I = (F M ) · (F M ) , I = 
1 41 42 

2

F M′ ) · (F M′ ) [24] . The Cauchy stress tensor can be determined 

sing σi j = FiI ∂ W/∂FjI − pδi j , where p is a Lagrange multiplier for 

aterial incompressibility, δi j is the Kronecker delta, and the Ein- 

tein summation convention is used for I ∈ {1 , 2 , 3 } . For biaxial 

tress σ , which corresponds to in-plane corneal tension, the defor- 

ation strain tensor is F = diag (λ, λ−2 , λ) , where λ is the stretch 

atio along x1 and det (F ) = 1 due to the incompressibility of tissue. 

is obtained from 

= F1 I 
∂W 

∂F1 I 

− F2 I 
∂W 

∂F2 I 

. (3) 

To estimate corneal tension, we consider a typical corneal ra- 

ius of curvature ( R ) of 7.5 mm and a corneal thickness ( h ) of 0.53

m. For illustration, we considered previously reported values of 

= 60 kPa, k1 = 50 kPa, k2 = 200, and κ = 0 [25] , although we

ater find that this k1 value is underestimated for human corneas. 

ig. 1 D illustrates the variations of stress σ and stretch ratio λ for a 

ange of IOP from 0 to 40 mmHg. Due to the nonlinear mechanical 

roperties, the stiffness of the cornea increases with tensile strain, 

nd the stretch ratio λ exhibits a decreasing slope as IOP increases. 

We focus on the elastic waves guided in the cornea. In our OCE 

xperiments, the vibration amplitudes of the elastic waves are only 

round 100 nm. Thus, the wave motion can be considered an in- 

remental, linear perturbation on the prestressed configuration of 

he cornea, governed by the wave equation: 

∂4 ψ 

∂x4 
1 

+ 2 β
∂4 ψ 

∂ x2 
1 
∂ x2 

2 

+ γ
∂4 ψ 

∂x4 
2 

= ρ

(
∂4 ψ 

∂ x2 
1 
∂t2 

+ ∂4 ψ 

∂ x2 
2 
∂t2 

)
, (4) 

here ρ is the density, ψ is related to the displacement compo- 

ents induced by wave motion ( u1 and u2 ) as u1 = ∂ ψ/∂x2 and 

2 = −∂ ψ/∂x1 . The coefficients α, β , and γ are determined by the 

train energy function and λ (see Refs. [ 27 , 28 ] and Supplementary 

ote 1). The upper boundary (epithelium) interfacing with the air 

s stress-free, while the lower boundary (endothelium) is in con- 

act with the aqueous humor. By solving Eq. (4) together with the 

inear acoustic equation of fluid (aqueous humor) and considering 

he appropriate boundary conditions, we obtain a secular equation 

hat describes the wave velocity dispersion of the guided waves in 

he cornea (Supplementary Note 1). 

.2. The guided waves and elastic moduli 

According to the Lamb wave theory [ 29 , 30 ], the plate geometry 

f the cornea supports two fundamental guided waves with sym- 

etric (S0) and antisymmetric (A0) motions, respectively. The S0 

ode is an extensional, dilatational wave with its velocity largely 

overned by tensile modulus along the propagation direction. The 

0 mode is a flexural, bending wave with its velocity governed by 

ut-of-plane shear modulus. We use Ḡzx and Ēxx to denote the out- 

f-plane shear modulus and in-plane tensile modulus, respectively, 

nder the prestress condition set by the corneal tension. Under 

 stress-free condition (i.e., zero corneal tension, σ = 0 ), Ḡzx re- 

uces to an intrinsic shear modulus Gσ=0 
zx (= μ) , and Ēxx reduces 

o intrinsic Young’s modulus Eσ=0 
xx (= 4 μ + 4k1 ) (see Supplemen- 

ary Note 2). For isotropic materials ( k1 = 0 ), Eσ=0 
xx is equal to 4 μ.

e introduce a ratio, Ēxx / 4Ḡzx as an anisotropy index. For isotropic 

nd stress-free materials, the ratio is equal to 1, but Ēxx / 4Ḡzx �
 is expected for highly anisotropic materials, such as the 

ornea. 

Fig. 1 E shows the theoretical dispersion curves of the A0 and 

0 waves as a function of frequency for two different IOP lev- 

ls of 0 and 15 mmHg, respectively. At zero frequency, the ve- 

ocity of the A0 wave is zero (even at 15 mmHg due to the 

resence of the aqueous humor). At 0 mmHg IOP, the S0 wave 

peed in the low frequency limit is equal to 
√ 

Eσ=0 
xx /ρ . (see Sup- 

lementary Note 2). For the highly anisotropic corneal tissue, the 
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Fig. 1. Mechanical model for elastic wave motion in the cornea. (A) (left) OCT image of a healthy human volunteer and (right) electron micrographs of a porcine corneal 

tissue showing the microstructure of the stroma layer. (B) Static load of the cornea in physiological condition and the elastic wave motion. The fundamental guided modes 

are asymmetric (A0) and symmetric (S0), respectively. Boxes illustrate specific tissue deformations involved in the wave motion. (C) The coordinate system used in the model. 

(D) Stress σ and stretch ratio λ of the cornea under different IOP levels. The normal physiological range of the IOP is typically 10–20 mmHg (gray area). (E) Theoretical 

dispersion relations of the A0 and S0 modes at zero IOP (solid lines) and 15 mmHg (dashed lines). The markers show the results obtained from finite element analysis (FEA). 

(F) Effect of the IOP on the phase velocities of A0 (10 kHz) and S0 (4 kHz) modes for a weakly anisotropic material with R = 7.5 mm, h = 0.53 mm, μ = 30 kPa, k1 = 50 kPa, 

k2 = 200, and κ = 0. 
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lane shear modulus Eσ=0 
xx is nearly equivalent to uniaxial ten- 

ile modulus or Young’s modulus. On the other hand, in the high 

requency regime where the wavelengths become shorter than 

he corneal thickness, both the A0 and S0 velocities converge to 

lateaus. At zero tension, the asymptotic velocities are close to 
 

μ/ρ (see Supplementary Note 2). The corneal tension increases 

he high-frequency asymptotic plateaus through its effects on the 

aterial properties and acoustic deformation (see Supplementary 

ote 2). 

For illustration, in Fig. 1 F we plot the phase velocities of the 

0 mode at 10 kHz and the S0 mode at 4 kHz as a function

f the IOP level for the modestly anisotropic material parameters 

 μ = 60 kPa, k1 = 50 kPa, k2 = 200). We find that the phase ve-

ocity of A0 mode varies approximately linearly with IOP with a 

lope of ∼ 0.04 m/s •mmHg ( r2 > 0 . 99 ). On the other hand, the

0 wave speed is nearly insensitive to IOPs lower than 10 mmHg, 

ut increases with IOPs greater than 15 mmHg with a slope of ∼
.91 m/s •mmHg ( r2 > 0 . 99 ). The S0 wave is more sensitive than

he A0 wave to IOP in the physiological range because of the large 

xponential nonlinearity of tensile elasticity against the corneal 

ension. It should be noted that the tension affects the wave ve- 

ocities not only through the nonlinear material properties but also 

irectly through the tension-induced restoring forces on the wave 

isplacements. The acoustoelastic analysis using α, β , and γ effec- 

ively decomposes the two mechanisms and allows us to extract 

he elastic moduli from the wave velocities (Supplementary Note 

). 
3 
. Methods 

.1. OCE system 

We used a custom-built, swept-source phase-sensitive optical 

oherence tomography (OCT) imaging system [ 13,31 ]. The OCT sys- 

em has a center wavelength of 1300 nm and a bandwidth of 

0 nm at an A-line rate of 43.2 kHz, offering an axial resolution of 

15 μm. The illumination power on the cornea is below 10 mW 

n compliance with the ANSI Z136.1-2014 safety standard. Trigger 

ulses generated from a narrowband fiber-optic Bragg grating (i.e., 

ambda trigger) ensures time synchronization for the OCT data ac- 

uisition, beam scanning, and wave generation. The displacements 

f the guided waves were measured using the method previously 

escribed [ 13 , 30 ]. Briefly, continuous pure tone stimuli were used 

ith frequencies varied from 2 to 16 kHz with an interval of 2 kHz. 

t each transverse location of the optical beam, 172 A-lines were 

cquired, which constitutes a single M-scan data. A total of 96 

ransverse positions along the sample are scanned. The data ac- 

uisition time was about 0.4 s at each frequency. 

We extracted displacement profiles over time t , and then per- 

ormed a Fourier transform to move the data from time t domain 

o frequency f domain. The phase and amplitude of the mechani- 

al vibration at the driving frequency were determined. This lock- 

n detection effectively reduces noises and eliminates any phase 

hanges by subject’s motion in other frequencies outside the lock- 

n bandwidth (250 Hz) around the excitation frequency. To cal- 
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ulate the surface wave speeds, we obtained 1-dimensional dis- 

lacement profiles from the top surface of the sample, and ap- 

lied a Fourier transform to measure the wavenumber k of each 

ave. Two most prominent peaks in the kx domain were identi- 

ed using a global search algorithm and assigned to the A0 and 

0 waves. Only one primary peak associated with the A0 wave 

ould appear at low frequencies. This analysis in the spatial fre- 

uency domain is critical to remove other higher-order modes es- 

ecially at high frequencies [ 32 ]. The phase velocity is determined 

y v = 2 π f/k . To minimize the effect from residual corneal vibra-

ion from the prior frequency, the first A-line in the M-scan was 

gnored in post-processing. The surface ripple artifacts were elim- 

nated in post data processing using the approach detailed in Ref 

 33 ]. 

The noise equivalent amplitude sensitivity was measured to be 

4 nm per A-line, or 19 pm/ 
√ 

Hz , for an optical SNR of 30 dB at

he surface of sample. With the 172 A-line M-mode lock-in integra- 

ion (over 4 ms or 250 Hz), the effective sensitivity becomes 300 

m. The ultimate OCE sensitivity is further enhanced by the spa- 

ial analysis over 96 locations. Without wave attenuation, the max- 

mum sensitivity would be ∼ 31 pm. The typical vibration ampli- 

ude used in the experiments was larger than 20 nm. The resulting 

igh signal to noise ratio allows the wavenumber to be determined 

ith high precision ( << 1 %). 

.2. Optimization of the wave-excitation probe 

To generate both the A0 and S0 waves in the cornea, we uti- 

ized a custom-designed vibrating probe consisting of a piezoelec- 

ric transducer (PZT) and a probe tip, as depicted in Fig. 2 B. We

ested different tilt angles of the probe ( α = 0, 15, and 30 degrees)

nd found that the highest A0 amplitude at α = 0 deg and the 

owest A0 amplitude at α = 30 deg. On the other hand, the S0 

mplitude was the maximum at α = 15 deg (Supplementary Fig. 

3B). Considering that S0 wave dispersion data above 10 kHz are 

ritical, we selected the tilt angle of 15 degrees and employed this 

onfiguration for all subsequent experiments. 

Using the Hertz model of elastic contact, we calculated the con- 

act length of the tip on the corneal surface to be ∼ 520 μm. To 

erify this, we put ink on the tip of the probe and measured the 

ength of the ink transfer mark to a phantom. Our result was ap- 

roximately 500 μm in good agreement with the theoretical pre- 

iction. According to the Hertz model, the indentation depth of the 

robe tip onto the corneal tissue should be around 100 μm. 

.3. Statistical analysis 

We report the wave speed data as mean ± standard deviation 

std) for the phantom, ex vivo porcine corneas, and in vivo hu- 

an corneas. To highlight the inter-sample variation of the porcine 

amples, we report the data as boxplots indicating the median, the 

5th percentile (Q1) and the 75th percentile (Q3). The whisker ex- 

ends from the hinge to the largest or smallest value no further 

han 1.5 times the interquartile range of the hinge. The 95 % confi- 

ence interval, mean and SD were calculated for the in vivo human 

ata across the age span. 

. Results 

.1. Validation using phantoms 

To validate the OCE method, we conducted experiments using 

 0.45-mm thick polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sheet, which is an 

sotropic material. The PDMS sheet was mounted in an artificial 

nterior chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 2 C. Initially, no pressure or 

n-plane stress was applied to the PDMS sheet. Displacement maps 
4 
nd surface displacement profiles were obtained at 4 kHz and 

2 kHz, as shown in Fig. 2 D and E, respectively. In the wavenumber

omain ( Fig. 2 F), two distinct peaks were observed. The peak at 

he lower wavenumber corresponded to the S0 mode with a higher 

hase velocity, while the peak at the higher wavenumber corre- 

ponded to the A0 mode with a lower velocity. The A0 wave was 

learly detected across all frequencies ranging from 2 to 16 kHz. 

owever, the S0 wave was reliably identified only at frequencies of 

 kHz and above and was not consistently observed at 2 and 4 kHz 

ue to the relatively short contact length of the probe tip (0.5 

m) compared to the S0 half wavelengths ( ∼3.5 mm at 4 kHz). 

he corresponding phase velocity dispersion curves are depicted in 

ig. 2 G, showing good agreement between the experimental data 

nd our theoretical model. For this tension-free, isotropic PDMS 

hantom, we determined the intrinsic shear modulus Gσ=0 
zx = μ = 

84 kPa and Eσ=0 
xx = 736 kPa. These values satisfy the expected 

elationship Eσ=0 
xx = 4 μ, which holds only for isotropic materials. 

e then cut the sample into small pieces and performed uniax- 

al tensile tests using a commercial mechanical machine (see Sup- 

lementary Fig. S4). By curve fitting of the strain-stress curve we 

easured a quasi-static shear modulus of 172 kPa. This value is 

uite close to 184 kPa obtained from OCE at around 10 kHz fre- 

uencies. 

To investigate the effect of intraocular pressure (IOP), we in- 

reased the IOP from 0 to 40 mmHg by attaching a water column 

ith controlled height to the artificial anterior chamber. Fig. 2 H 

resents the A0 wave velocity at 16 kHz as a linear function of IOP, 

emonstrating a linear slope of 0.02 m/s •mmHg, or 0.2 % increase 

er mmHg. This slope aligns with the theoretical expectation for a 

eo-Hookean model of PDMS ( μ = 184 kPa, k1 = 0). 

.2. Porcine corneas ex vivo 

To further validate the OCE method, we conducted experiments 

sing fresh porcine eye globes ex vivo , where the IOP was con- 

rolled using a saline water column, as shown in Fig. 3 A. Displace- 

ent maps were obtained at frequencies of 2 kHz, 4 kHz, and 

 kHz at an IOP of 5 mmHg, as depicted in Fig. 3 B. Correspond-

ng displacement profiles at the cornea surface are presented in 

ig. 3 C. In the wavenumber domain, both the A0 and S0 modes 

ere clearly identified, with the S0 mode becoming dominant at 

igher frequencies. By fitting the measured dispersion curves over 

requency ( Fig. 3 E), we determined an in situ out-of-plane shear 

odulus of Ḡzx = 9.0 ± 0.6 kPa and an in situ in-plane tensile 

odulus of Ēxx = 216 ± 22 kPa. The ratio Ēxx / 4Ḡzx is 6, indicating a 

ignificant tensile-to-shear anisotropy in the corneal tissue. Fig. 3 F 

isplays the wave velocities measured at 2 kHz and 10 kHz from 

even porcine eye globe samples. The mean phase velocities for the 

0 and S0 modes at 2 kHz were 2.18 ± 0.08 m/s and 17.9 ± 6.1 m/s

Mean ± SD), respectively, while the A0 wave velocity at 10 kHz 

as 3.46 ± 0.19 m/s. 

The dependence of phase velocity on IOP was investigated by 

ncreasing the IOP from 5 mmHg up to 40 mmHg in increments 

f 5 or 10 mmHg. The deformation of the cornea, as measured 

rom the OCT images, exhibited good agreement with our numeri- 

al simulations (Supplementary Fig. S5). Fig. 3 G illustrates the IOP- 

ependence of the A0 wave at 10 kHz, demonstrating a linear re- 

ationship. The velocity slope was found to be 0.12 m/s ·mmHg or 

 2.5 % increase per mmHg at 15 mmHg. Fig. 3 H displays the IOP-

ependence of the S0 wave at 2 kHz. The S0 wave velocity exhib- 

ted nonlinearity initially up to 10 mmHg, followed by a linear in- 

rease with larger IOPs. The slope at 15 mmHg was approximately 

.93 m/s ·mmHg, or 3.3 % increase per mmHg. The experimental 

ata exhibited remarkable agreement with numerical simulation 

esults based on the model with μ = 9 kPa and k = 45 kPa. A 
1 
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Fig. 2. Verification using elastomer phantoms. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup including the contact piezoelectric probe with a tilt angle α between the vibration 

direction and the surface normal. (B) Picture of the contact probe. (C) Picture of the PDMS sheet phantom on an artificial anterior chamber. (D) Displacement maps at 4 kHz 

and 12 kHz (IOP = 0 mmHg). (E) Corresponding surface displacement profiles. Only the real parts are shown. (F) Fourier transformations of the surface displacement profiles 

to measure the dispersion relations. The S0 mode is clearly identified at 6 -16 kHz. (G) Phase velocity dispersion relations and the theoretical model. (H) Effect of IOP on the 

A0 wave velocity at 16 kHz. The line represents the theoretical fit based on the neo-Hookean model ( k1 = 0). 

Table 1 

In vivo human data. 

Subjects Age Gender Spherical diopters 

Corneal 

thickness (mm) 

Out-of-plane shear 

modulus Ḡzx (kPa) 

In-plane tensile 

modulus Ēxx (kPa) Ēxx / 4Ḡzx 

1 31 M −3.00 0.55 81 ± 3 3730 ± 57 11.5 

2 34 F −1.50 0.50 93 ± 12 3060 ± 270 8.3 

3 33 M −2.50 0.55 99 ± 7 3510 ± 460 8.9 

4 34 M −7.75 0.60 130 ± 10 3980 ± 500 7.7 

5 62 M −3.00 0.55 70 ± 3 3400 ± 140 12.0 

6 53 M −5.75 0.57 89 ± 2 6060 ± 870 22.4 
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resent the mean and standard deviation of two consecutive OCE 
lightly higher value of 500 was used for k2 to account for the 

onlinearity of corneal tissues. 

.3. Human corneas in vivo 

In the final phase of our study, we applied the OCE method to 

uman eyes. Six healthy subjects with normal IOP in a range of 

0-15 mmHg were recruited. Four subjects were in early 30s (31- 

4 years old), and two subjects were over 50s (53 and 62 years 

ld). Details about the subjects can be found in Table 1 . The study 

as conducted at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) with 

pproval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of MGH and the 

ass General Brigham Human Research Office. A topical anesthetic 

as administered to the eye. Only the left eye of each subject was 

easured. The excitation contact probe used was spring-loaded to 

aintain a small, constant force of ∼10 mN when in contact with 
5 
he corneal surface ( Fig. 4 A). No noticeable corneal deformation 

as observed in OCT images. A complete scan from 6 to 16 kHz, 

ith a 2 kHz interval, took 2.4 s. All subjects demonstrated co- 

peration by refraining from blinking and maintaining focus on a 

xed target during the imaging scan. 

Fig. 4 B presents representative displacement profiles obtained 

rom Subject 1. At 6 kHz, only the A0 mode was excited, while 

t 12 kHz and above, a combination of the S0 and A0 mode was 

bserved. Measured surface wave displacement profiles are shown 

n Fig. 4 C, and the corresponding wavenumber domain plots are 

isplayed in Fig. 4 D. At 16 kHz, peaks appearing in the negative 

avenumber domain are likely caused by the reflection of the S0 

ave from the limbus and were therefore disregarded. 

Fig. 4 E depict the measured phase velocity dispersion curves for 

he six healthy human subjects. Each data point and error bar rep- 
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Fig. 3. Simultaneous measurement of the A0 and S0 waves in ex vivo porcine corneas. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup. IOP is controlled using a water column. 

(B) Maps of the displacement field. (C) Surface displacement extracted from the surface of the cornea at 2, 4, and 6 kHz (bottom to top). (D) Fourier transform of the 

displacement. The two peaks correspond to A0 and S0 modes, respectively. (E) Corresponding dispersion relations of the A0 and S0 waves. The error bar represents three 

measurements on the same location of the porcine cornea. (F) Inter-sample variations from 7 samples. (G) Effect of the IOP on the phase velocities of the A0 mode at 10 kHz. 

(H) Effect of the IOP on the phase velocities of the S0 mode at 2 kHz. Dashed curves represent the theoretical fit. 
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cans performed at the same location. The wavelengths of the A0 

nd S0 waves are displayed in Appendix Table A1 . At 12 kHz and

bove, the contact length ( ∼0.5 mm) is notably larger than the half 

f the A0 wavelength, resulting in the suppression of the A0 wave. 

his is consistent with the observation that the S0 mode becomes 

ore pronounced at and above 12 kHz. For Subject 6, the S0 mode 

as only observed at 16 kHz due to its long wavelengths at lower 

requencies compared to the contact length. 

The dispersion curves were fitted with the acoustoelastic model 

escribed in Section 2, assuming an IOP of 12 mmHg for all sub- 

ects. The measured shear and tensile modulus values are shown in 

able 1 . For Subjects 1 to 4 (31 - 34 yo), we obtained shear modu-

us Ḡzx in a range of 81 to 130 kPa, and tensile modulus Ēxx vary- 

ng from 3.06 to 3.98 MPa. The anisotropy ratio Ēxx / 4Ḡzx ranges 

rom 7.7 to 11.5. Subjects 5 and 6 (62 and 53 yo) exhibited shear

oduli ( ̄Gzx ) of 70 and 89 kPa and tensile moduli ( ̄Exx ) of 3.40

nd 6.06 MPa, respectively. The ratios Ēxx / 4Ḡzx were 12.0 and 22.4, 

igher than Subjects 1 to 4. Fig. 4 F shows the measured shear and

ensile moduli as a function of the age. A linear regression analy- 

is revealed a negative slope of -8.3 ±4.5 kPa per decade for shear 

odulus and a positive slope of 303 ± 206 kPa per decade for ten- 

ile modulus (95 % confidence interval). 

. Discussion 

In this study, we presented a guided-wave OCE system that 

nabled simultaneous excitation and detection of the S0 and A0 

aves in corneas. While the relationship between the waves and 

lastic moduli has been known, to our knowledge, this is the first 

xperimental study that measures tensile modulus directly from 

he S0 wave in the cornea. The measured wave dispersion and 

ependence on pre-stress (corneal tension) showed good agree- 

ent with our acoustoelastic theory based on the HGO constitu- 

ive model. By fitting the phase velocity dispersion curves of the 
6 
0 and A0 waves using the model, we obtained the in-plane ten- 

ile modulus and out-of-plane shear modulus of human corneas 

n vivo . From six normal subjects, the shear modulus ( ̄Gzx ) ranged 

rom 70 to 130 kPa and the tensile modulus ( ̄Exx ) ranged from 3.06 

o 6.06 MPa. 

In terms of the HGO model parameters, we determined that k1 

anged from 670 to 1420 kPa and k2 was set to 500, based on 

he data collected from the six subjects. While the HGO model 

s considered a reasonable choice for describing corneal behavior, 

ngoing effort s to develop more sophisticated constitutive models 

re underway [ 34 , 35 ]. It would be interesting to incorporate these 

odels into the acoustoelastic theory and derive parameters from 

ur OCE data. However, this topic falls beyond the scope of the 

urrent study. 

Comparing our results with previous mechanical measurements 

n ex vivo corneal tissues, tensile moduli have been reported in the 

ange of 0.2 to 3 MPa [36–38] , while torsional tests applying shear 

tress along the corneal plane exhibited elastic moduli ranging 

rom 3 to 50 kPa [ 39 , 40 ]. Our in vivo results measured at ∼ 10 kHz

re slightly higher than these ex vivo mechanically measured val- 

es. We also compared our data with previous in vivo measure- 

ents reported in the literature (see Appendix Table A2 ). Some 

tudies only reported group velocities [ 2 , 15 , 41 , 42 ], from which it

s difficult to quantify elastic moduli accurately without phase ve- 

ocity dispersion information. Our measured A0 wave phase ve- 

ocities were reasonably consistent with the reported values from 

revious OCE studies [ 13 , 16 ]. Our measured tensile moduli were 

ignificantly larger than previously reported values up to 0.8 MPa 

sing indentation and tonometer-based methods [ 8 , 9 ]. We specu- 

ate that the indentation might cause eyeball movement and IOP 

hange leading to an underestimation of tensile modulus. 

In our current study, we observed an upward trend of tensile 

odulus with age in vivo . This age-dependent stiffening is qualita- 

ively consistent with previous results of ex vivo mechanical stud- 
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Fig. 4. In vivo human measurement of the tensile and shear moduli using the S0 and A0 waves. (A) Monitoring camera view of a human subject during measurement. (B) 

Displacement profiles at 6, 12, and 16 kHz for Subject 2. (C) Surface displacement. (D) Wavenumber domain Fourier transform result of the wave displacement. Arrows point 

to the A0 and S0 modes. (E) Dispersion curves measured from six healthy subjects. (F) Regression analysis of age dependence for the tensile and shear moduli measured at 

16 kHz. Shaded regions represent 95 % confidence intervals. 
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es [36–38] . This current study also observed a downward trend of 

hear modulus with age in vivo , consistently from our earlier find- 

ng [13] . The subjects above 50s exhibited 32 % higher tensile mod- 

lus and 21 % lower shear modulus (80 vs. 101 kPa) compared to 

he younger subjects (average age 33). This opposite trend between 

ensile and shear moduli is rather surprising and highly intriguing, 

lthough large-scale clinical studies are warranted not only to con- 

rm this preliminary finding and but also to understand their im- 

lications. One plausible explanation for the opposite trend is that 

ollagen fibers in the cornea lose elasticity and become stiffer with 

ge, resulting in increased tensile modulus, while the interfibrillar 

atrix softens and diminishes shear modulus. 

To capture the full dispersion curve of the S0 wave in hu- 

an corneas, it is necessary to extend the frequency range be- 

ond 16 kHz. Additionally, people with ocular hypertension and 

atients with high-tension glaucoma are expected to have even 

igher S0 wave speeds, necessitating higher frequencies for accu- 

ately characterizing the S0 waves. We have recently developed an 

ltrahigh-frequency OCE method [ 43 ] and plan to incorporate this 

echnique in our future clinical studies. With further optimizations, 
7

he guided-wave OCE technique holds promise for comprehensive 

tudies of corneal mechanics and its role in the management of 

orneal diseases and refractive surgeries. 
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Table A1 

Measured wavelengths of the A0 and S0 

Frequency (kHz) A0 wavele

6 1.54 ± 0.1

8 1.14 ± 0.1

10 0.89 ± 0.1

12 0.74 ± 0.1

14 0.65 ± 0.0

16 0.57 ± 0.0

Table A2 

Previous in vivo measurements of corneal biomechanics 

Refs Stimulus (Frequency) Method 

Sit [12] Shaker (100 Hz) US 

Nguyen [2] ARF ( ∼800 Hz) US 

Nguyen [41] ARF ( ∼800 Hz) US 

Ramier [13] Contact probe (up to 16 kHz) OCE 

Lan [15] Air-puff ( ∼500 Hz) OCE 

Jin [16] Air-puff ( ∼500 Hz) OCE 

Zvietcovich [ 44 ] ARF (2 kHz) OCE 

Mekonnen [ 45 ] ARF ( < 3 kHz) OCE 

Kirby [18] ARF ( < 3 kHz) OCE 

Jin [ 46 ] ARF ( ∼500 Hz) OCE 

Li [42] ARF ( ∼500 Hz) OCE 

Kling [6] Air-puff ( ∼30 Hz) Corvis ST 

Shih [7] Air-puff ( ∼30 Hz) Corvis ST 

Pye [8] Applanation (Static) Applanation Tonometry

Lam [9] Flat indenter (Static) Indentation 

ARF, acoustic radiation force; US, ultrasound elastography; OCE, optical coheren
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Supplementary Note S1. Acoustoelastic model for guided waves in the cornea 

The wave equation for small-amplitude plane elastic wave in a prestressed solid [1], is 

 𝛼
𝜕4𝜓

𝜕𝑥1
4 + 2𝛽

𝜕4𝜓

𝜕𝑥1
2𝜕𝑥2

2 + 𝛾
𝜕4𝜓

𝜕𝑥2
4 = 𝜌 (

𝜕4𝜓

𝜕𝑥1
2𝜕𝑡2 +

𝜕4𝜓

𝜕𝑥2
2𝜕𝑡2), (S1) 

where the stream function 𝜓 is related to the displacement components 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 via the 

relation of 𝑢1 = 𝜓,2  and 𝑢2 = −𝜓,1 . These relations promise 𝑢1,1  +  𝑢2,2  =  0 , which is 

equivalent to the material incompressible constraint adopted in this study. 𝜌 and 𝑡 denote 

the density and time, respectively. The coefficients 𝛼 , 𝛽 , and 𝛾  are determined by the 

constitutive law and the stretch ratio 𝜆, 

 𝛼 = 𝒜1212
0 , 2𝛽 = 𝒜1111

0 + 𝒜2222
0 − 2𝒜1122

0 − 2𝒜1221
0 , 𝛾 = 𝒜2121

0 , (S2) 

where the fourth-order tensor, 𝐴0𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙, is the Eulerian elasticity tensor and is defined as 

 𝒜𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
0 = 𝐹𝑖𝐼𝐹𝑘𝐽

𝜕2𝑊

𝜕𝐹𝑗𝐼𝜕𝐹𝑙𝐽
, 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝐼, 𝐽 ∈ {1,2,3} (S3) 

where 𝐅 is the deformation gradient tensor and 𝑊 is the strain energy function. In Eq. (S3) 

the Einstein summation convention is adopted. For the HGO model, the strain energy is 

 𝑊 =
𝜇

2
(𝐼1 − 3) +

𝑘1

𝑘2
∑ {𝑒𝑘2[𝜅(𝐼1−3)+(1−3𝜅)(𝐼4𝑖−1)]2

− 1}2
𝑖=1 , (S4) 

where 𝜇 , 𝑘1 , 𝑘2  and 𝜅  are constitutive parameters. 𝜇  denotes the initial shear modulus. 

The dimension of 𝑘1  is the same as 𝜇 , whereas 𝑘2  is a dimensionless parameter which 

determines the nonlinear hardening effect of the collagen fibrils when being stretched. 𝜅 = 0 

if the collagen fibrils are ideally aligned [2], which is appliable for the cornea. 𝐼1 = tr(𝐅T𝐅). 𝐼41 

and 𝐼42 are two invariants related to two families of collagen fibers. Following the coordinate 

system (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) shown in Fig. 1C, the axes of the collagen fibers of the cornea, denoted by 

unit vectors 𝐌 and 𝐌′, are aligned with 𝑥1 and 𝑥3, i.e., 𝐌 =  (1, 0, 0)T and 𝐌′ =  (0, 0, 1)T. 

Then 𝐼41 and 𝐼42 can be determined [2] by 𝐌 and 𝐌′:  

 𝐼41 = (𝐅𝐌) ∙ (𝐅𝐌),    𝐼42 = (𝐅𝐌′) ∙ (𝐅𝐌′). (S5) 

With the strain energy function and the deformation tensor, the Cauchy stress tensor can be 

determined by 

 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐹𝑖𝐼 𝜕𝑊 𝜕𝐹𝑗𝐼⁄ − �̅�𝛿𝑖𝑗, (S6) 

where �̅� is a Lagrange multiplier for material incompressibility and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta. 

In this study, we consider a biaxial stretch, 𝐅 = diag(𝜆, 𝜆−2, 𝜆), where 𝜆 is the stretch ratio 

along 𝑥1 (or 𝑥3) axis. With 𝜎22 = 0 we can obtain (𝜎 = 𝜎11 = 𝜎33) 

 𝜎 = 𝜇(𝜆2 − 𝜆−4) + 2𝑘1𝜆2(𝜆2 − 1)𝑒
[𝑘2(𝜆2−1)

2
]
. (S7) 

According to the Young-Laplace equation, 𝜎 = IOP × 𝑅/(2ℎ). Therefore, the stretch ratio 𝜆 

can be obtained by solving the nonlinear equation 
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 𝜇(𝜆2 − 𝜆−4) + 2𝑘1𝜆2(𝜆2 − 1)𝑒
[𝑘2(𝜆2−1)

2
]

= IOP × 𝑅/(2ℎ). (S8) 

The coefficients 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 can be obtained by inserting Eqs. (S3) and (S4) into Eq. (S2), 

 

𝛼 = 𝜆2 {𝜇 + 2𝑘1(𝜆2 − 1)𝑒
[𝑘2(𝜆2−1)

2
]
} , 𝛾 = 𝜇𝜆−4.  

2𝛽 = 𝛼 + 𝛾 + 4𝑘1𝜆4[2𝑘2(𝜆2 − 1)2 + 1]𝑒
[𝑘2(𝜆2−1)

2
]
,  

(S9) 

In the absence of prestress (i.e., 𝜆 = 1) 

 𝛼 = 𝜇,      𝛽 = 𝜇 + 2𝑘1,      𝛾 = 𝜇. (S10) 

Next, we consider the guided wave motion in the cornea. It should be noted the boundary 

conditions (BCs) have pronounced effects on the dispersion relations of the guided waves. 

The two sides of the cornea are air and aqueous humor. In our simplified model (see Fig. 1C), 

the aqueous humor is modeled as a semi-infinite fluid layer and the wave equation is 

 ∇2𝜒 =
𝜌𝑓

𝜈
𝜒,𝑡𝑡, (S11) 

where 𝜈 (2.2 GPa) and 𝜌𝑓 (1,000 kg/m3) denote the bulk modulus and density of the fluid, 

respectively. The potential function 𝜒 is related to the displacement of the fluid (denoted by 

𝐮𝑓) via the relations of 𝑢1
𝑓

= 𝜒,1 and 𝑢2
𝑓

 =  𝜒,2. The pressure of the fluid, denoted by 𝑝∗, is 

determined by 

 𝑝∗ = −𝜈∇ ∙ 𝐮𝑓 . (S12) 

At the liquid-tissue interface (𝑥2 = 0), the following boundary conditions are applied: 

 
𝑢2 = 𝑢2

𝑓
,     − 𝛾𝜓,11 + 𝛾𝜓,22 = 0,    𝜌𝜓,2𝑡𝑡 − (2𝛽 + 𝛾)𝜓,112 −

𝛾𝜓,222 = −𝑝,1
∗ . 

(S13) 

At 𝑥2 = ℎ, the boundary is stress free, which gives 

 −𝛾𝜓,11 + 𝛾𝜓,22 = 0,    𝜌𝜓,2𝑡𝑡 − (2𝛽 + 𝛾)𝜓,112 − 𝛾𝜓,222 = 0. (S14) 

More details on the derivations of the boundary conditions can be found in Refs. [3] and [4]. 

We seek the plane wave solutions for 𝜓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) and 𝜒(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡), i.e., 

 {
𝜒(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) = 𝜒0(𝑥2)𝑒𝜄𝑘(𝑥1−𝑐𝑡)

𝜓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) = 𝜓0(𝑥2)𝑒𝜄𝑘(𝑥1−𝑐𝑡)
, (S15) 

where 𝜄 = √−1, 𝑘 is the wavenumber, and 𝑐 is the phase velocity. Inserting Eq. (S15) into 

Eqs. (S1) and (S11), we can get 

 {
𝜒 = 𝐴𝑒−𝜉𝑘𝑥2𝑒𝜄𝑘(𝑥1−𝑐𝑡)

𝜓 = [𝐵1cosh(𝑠1𝑘𝑥2) + 𝐵2sinh(𝑠1𝑘𝑥2) + 𝐵3cosh(𝑠2𝑘𝑥2) + 𝐵4sinh(𝑠2𝑘𝑥2)]𝑒𝜄𝑘(𝑥1−𝑐𝑡)
. 
(S16

) 

The parameters 𝑠1, 𝑠2 and 𝜉 are determined by 
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 𝛾𝑠4 − (2𝛽 − 𝜌𝑐2)𝑠2 + (𝛼 − 𝜌𝑐2) = 0, (S17) 

and 

 𝜉2 − 1 = − 𝑐2𝜌𝑓 𝜈⁄ . (S18) 

Substituting 𝜓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) and 𝜒(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) in Eqs. (S13) and (S14), we get 

 𝑀5×5 ∙ [𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, 𝐵4, 𝐴]T = 0. (S19) 

The nonzero components of 𝐌 are 

 

𝑀11 = 𝑠1
2 + 1, 𝑀13 = 𝑠2

2 + 1, 

𝑀22 = 𝛾𝑠1(𝑠2
2 + 1), 𝑀24 = 𝛾𝑠2(𝑠1

2 + 1), 𝑀25 = 𝜄𝜌𝑓𝑐2, 

𝑀31 = 1, 𝑀33 = 1, 𝑀35 = −𝜄𝜉, 

𝑀41 = (𝑠1
2 + 1)cosh(𝑠1𝑘ℎ), 𝑀42 = (𝑠1

2 + 1)sinh(𝑠1𝑘ℎ), 

𝑀43 = (𝑠2
2 + 1)cosh(𝑠2𝑘ℎ), 𝑀44 = (𝑠2

2 + 1)sinh(𝑠2𝑘ℎ), 

𝑀51 = 𝑠1(𝑠2
2 + 1)sinh(𝑠1𝑘ℎ), 𝑀52 = 𝑠1(𝑠2

2 + 1)cosh(𝑠1𝑘ℎ), 

𝑀53 = 𝑠2(𝑠1
2 + 1)sinh(𝑠2𝑘ℎ), 𝑀54 = 𝑠2(𝑠1

2 + 1)cosh(𝑠1𝑘ℎ). 

(S20) 

In this derivation, we have used the identity  

 2𝛽 − 𝜌𝑐2 = 𝛾(𝑠1
2 + 𝑠2

2), (S21) 

which is obtained from Eq. (S17). The existence of nontrivial solution to Eq. (S19) requires 

 det(𝐌5×5) = 0. (S22) 

This is the secular equation for the guided waves in the cornea. 
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Supplementary Note 2. Phase velocities of the A0 and S0 modes at the high and 

low frequency limits 

If the wave frequency approaches to the infinity and the material properties are invariant over 

frequency, the dispersion relations of A0 and S0 exhibit plateaus (Fig. S2A). Let us denote the 

high frequency-limit phase velocities as 𝑐∞
A0 and 𝑐∞

S0, respectively. 𝑐∞
A0 is equivalent to the 

speed of the interfacial wave at the fluid-cornea interface (i.e., Scholte wave). 𝑐∞
S0  is 

equivalent to the speed of the surface wave at the free surface of the cornea (i.e., Rayleigh 

wave). 𝑐𝑆 = √𝛼 𝜌⁄  is the bulk shear wave speed along the 𝑥1 axis.  

In the absence of prestress (i.e., 𝜆 = 1), 𝑐S = √𝜇 𝜌⁄ . The dependences of 𝑐∞
A0 𝑐𝑆⁄  and 𝑐∞

S0 𝑐𝑆⁄  

on an anisotropy parameter 2𝑘1 𝜇⁄   are shown in Fig. S2B. 𝑐∞
A0 𝑐𝑆⁄   and 𝑐∞

S0 𝑐𝑆⁄   increase 

slightly with 2𝑘1 𝜇⁄  but are always slightly smaller than 1. For isotropic material (𝑘1 = 0), we 

have 𝑐∞
A0 𝑐𝑆⁄ ≈ 0.839, 𝑐∞

S0 𝑐𝑆⁄ ≈ 0.955. For highly anisotropic material (2𝑘1 𝜇⁄ ≫ 1), 𝑐∞
A0 and 

𝑐∞
S0 become closer to the bulk shear wave speed 𝑐𝑆. Therefore, the measurement of 𝑐∞

A0 and 

𝑐∞
S0 can give a good estimate of the shear modulus 𝜇. 

The phase velocity of S0 at near-zero frequency is nonzero and denoted as 𝑐0
S0. It can 

be shown that 𝑐0
S0 = √(2𝛽 + 2𝛾) 𝜌⁄ . In the absence of prestress (Eq. (S10)), we find 𝑐0

S0 =

2√(𝜇 + 𝑘1) 𝜌⁄ . From 𝑐0
S0, the anisotropic material parameter 𝑘1 can be determined. 𝑐0

S0 is 

also directly related to the plane-strain Young’s modulus along the 𝑥1 axis. The plane strain 

modulus is the ratio between the uniaxial stress and strain when the material is stretched along 

the 𝑥1 axis while it is constrained in the orthogonal direction along the 𝑥3 axis. The plane-

strain modulus 𝐸𝑥𝑥
𝜎=0 is equal to 4𝜇 + 4𝑘1 . For isotropic materials, represented by 𝑘1 = 0 , 

𝐸𝑥𝑥
𝜎=0 = 4𝜇. This relationship is known for incompressible materials with a Poisson’s ratio of 

0.5. 
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Fig. S1: Influence of corneal curvature on wave speed. (A) Phase velocity dispersion relation. 

Dashed line: theoretical model assuming the cornea is flat. Circles: Finite element analysis 

(FEA) simulation considering corneal curvature. (B) Relative error of the phase velocities 

between the theory for the flat cornea and the FEA simulation of the curved cornea. The 

relative error becomes negligible at 4 kHz, as the wavelength is significantly smaller than the 

radius of curvature.  

 

 

  

 

Fig. S2: (A) Phase velocities of A0 and S0 waves over frequency. 𝑐∞
A0 and 𝑐∞

S0 denote the 

phase velocities of the A0 and S0 waves at infinite frequency. 𝑐0
S0, phase velocity of the S0 at 

zero frequency. (B) Dependences of 𝑐∞
A0 , 𝑐∞

S0 , and 𝑐0
S0  on the material anisotropy. For 

isotropic materials ( 2𝑘1 𝜇⁄ = 0 ), we obtain 𝑐∞
A0 𝑐𝑆⁄ ≈ 0.839  (the Scholte wave speed), 

𝑐∞
S0 𝑐𝑆⁄ ≈ 0.955 (the Rayleigh wave speed), and 𝑐0

S0 𝑐𝑇⁄ = 2. 
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Fig. S3: Optimization of the probe tip angle 𝛼. (A) Total displacement amplitude at 4 kHz at 

different angles. (B) Wavenumber domain plot showing the amplitude ratio of the S0 and A0 

waves at 12 kHz.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. S4: Tensile test of the rubber phantom using (eXpert 4000 Micro Tester, Admet, Norwood, 

USA). A small piece of 5 mm × 18 mm × 0.45 mm was cut for the test. The initial shear modulus 

𝜇 =  180 kPa is obtained by curve fitting the stress-strain curve. Inset, a sample at the 

undeformed and deformed states, respectively.  
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Fig. S5: Inflation test of the porcine cornea. (A) FEA to show deformation of the cornea. (B) 

OCT images of the inflated corneas as the intraocular pressure is increased. From left to right, 

IOP = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mmHg. (C) Comparison of the apical rise between FEA and 

experiment (5 measurements at each IOP level). 
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